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TASK I: Plasma Theory Principal Investigators: T. M. Antonsen,
Jr.," J. F. Drake,*" J. M. Finn, P. Guzdar, A. Hassam,"

C. S. Liu," E. Ott." Additional Physicists: R. Kleva, F. Wael-

broeck)

I. TASK DESCRIPTION

Purpose: Tile Maryland Theory Program is dedicated to the following tasks:

(i) To intensity our effort to develop an understanding of t.he f_mdanmntal pro-

cesses which produce a,nomalous tra.nst)ort in tokamaks and to propose meth-

ods for enhancing confinement.

(ii) To contirme ()ttr investigation ()f tokamak (_(lge plasma tllrl)ulence, sheared

flow generation and the L/H t.ransit, i(m.

(iii) To contiIme our investigation (_f major disruptions with an _,int)hasis (m de-

veloping techniques for stabilization.

(iv) To continue collaborations with experimentalists and theorists c,,f major fu-

sion laboratories and university fllsion (:enters for (:lose i11terpla.y of theory,

experiment, and simulation.

(v) To provide the theoretical support t_) the existing and t)rol)OSed Ma,ryland

experimental programs in plasma diagnostics such as laser I)a.rticle tagging

and cyclotron radiation yneasurenlcnts from tokamaks.

(vi) To continue the education and tra,ining of scientists in plasma, theory relewmt
to fusion.

"Professor

"'Professor and contact person lot this contract.
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II. TECHNICAL PROGRESS

In recent years, members of the Maryhmd Plasma Theory Group have made
significant contributions to the national fllsion theory pre;i_ram, and, in many cases,
these theoretical developments helped to interpret experimental results and to de-
sign new experimental programs.

In the following, we sumnmrize the technical progress in ilmr major areas of
tokamak research: (a) L/H.transition and edge turbulence and transport; (b) ac-
tive control of microturbulence and ._,ransport; (c) major disruptions; a,nd (d) the
sawtooth era,sh.

A. L/H Transition in Tokamaks

The transition of the tokamak to a regime of improved confinement (L/H tran-
sition) has led to recognition of the importance of t,he edge plasma in controlling
global confinement. Recent experimental measurements a,t UCLA and on DIII-D
at G. A. have shown that poloidal rotation very likely plays a.n important role
in the onset of tlm H--mode. Measurenlents on TEXT indicate that sheared rota-

tion has a stabilizing, influence on e(lge tllrbulence a,nd locally reduces transport.
Measurements at UCLA also point out the importance of poloidal asymmetry in
understanding the L/H transition.

During the past year, we have developed a conceptual model of the tokamak
edge in both L- and H-mode. In this model we identify four important ingredients:
poloidally asymmetric transport driven by the drift-resistive ballooning mode; par-
a.llel flows of the order of the sound velocity (c,) produced by the asymmetric trans-
port; poloidal rotation (Stringer mechanism) produced by these parallel flows; and
finally order one (ft/n. ,_ 1) turbulence produced by the crossfield gradient of the

parallel flows (Ijl instability). The nonlinear intera.ction between these four com-
ponents determines whether the plasma, remains in L-mode or makes _ transition
to the H-mode. When magnetic pumping is large, the l)oloida.l rotation remains
of the order of the diamagnetic level. Poloidally asymmetric tra.nsport produces a
significant variation of the density along flux surfaces in the edge and results in par-
allel flows of order c.,. Experimentalists on CCT, TEXT and DIII-D are presently
attempting to confirm the presence of these parallel flows in L mode edge plasmas.
When the magnetic pumping is weak, the Stringer mechanism (parallel flow) causes
the edge pla,sma to spin, amplifying the existing diamagnetic level shear layer which
is present in the L-mode. Poloidal rotation increases to V0 "-' c_a/qR when poloidal
rotation competes with the parallel flow in smoothing the edge poloidal asymme-
tries. In the H phase the poloidal asymmetries and consequently parallel flows are
greatly reduced. Transport is suppre:ssed by sheared rotation, allowing steepened
edge density gradients.

In the following sections we describe the more detailed calculations we have
completed and are presently pursuing to solidify the model presented above. This



Work was described as an invited talk at the recent TTF workshop at Oak Ridge
and will be presented at the 1992 IAEA meeting.

....1..... 3D Fluid Simulation of the Nonlinear Drift Resistive Ballooning
Mode,_ in Tokamak Edge Plasmas.

The single most important experimental observation for identifying the cause
of fluctuations and transport in tokamak edge plasmas is the strong inside-outside
asymmetry of the anomalous particle flux (with a larger flux on the outside). This
indicates that an instability with an outward b',dlooning character would be the
most likely candidate for driving tile observed particle flux. Since most edge plas-
m_ are collisional, the only model which has the necessary requisites is the drift
resistive ballooning mode (DRBM). Thus over the last year we have explored the
linear stability of these modes 1 and developed a 3D code to study their nonlinear
evolution. 2

Our calculations have shown that:

1. In the nonlinear phase, these modes have a strong ballooning character. As
_ consequence, the turbulent transport caused by these modes has a. strong
poloidal asymmetry.

2. The magnitude of the anomalous transport D _'_ associated with these modes
is 2 x 10'lcm3/sec which is consistent with experimental observation.

3. These modes can give rise to poloidal flows which are driven both by the
Reynold's stress a'4''5as well as the anomalous Stringer mechanism. _;

4. The radial and poloidal correlation lengths were found to 1)e in reasonable
agreement with obserwttions on TEXT. r

Thus the 3D sinmlations of the DRBMs have indicated that these modes haw_ the

potential for explaining edge fluctuations and transport in tokamaks.

2. Loss of' Static Equilibrium, Flow Generation and Edge Turbulence at
the Edge of Tokamaks

We have recently shown from the experimental data on at least four different
tokamaks (CCT, TEXT, DIII-D, PBX) that the hydrodynamic time scale for es-
tablishment of isobaric equilibria along a flux surface is not short but is in fact
comparable to the local cross-field particle diffusion time at the edge. s This obser-
vation implies that our standard notions of MHD equilibria need reexamining. One
consequence is that if the transport is poloidally asymmetric, large, sonic parallel
flows are a necessary ,_ld integral part of the equilibrium. Such parallel flows have
indeed been observed in the T-10 and DITE tokamaks.
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Our 3D simulations of DRBM have succeeded in explaining many aspects of ex-
perimental observations of edge turbulence as discussed earlier. However, one of the
important features that is not explained is the large levels of density fluctuations
observed in the edge. Experiments on TEXT indicate that bn/7?,0 ,-_40%. However,
from our 3D studies b_n./n,,-_10%. One important secondary instabilit, y which can

enhance the fluctuation levels to of order unity is the VII instability. The question
that we have studied is how the parallel velocity shear flow is driven. Both experi-
ments and our 3D simulations have shown that the poloidal _Lsymmetric anomalous
transport D _ is such that _ 2D /L n ,_ (c_/7rq.R), :.e., the anomalous particle confine-

ment time in the edge is comparable to the sound transit time. As a consequence,
the asymmetric particle flux ca_: driw_ parallel flows which arc large and are of
the order of c_ (the acoustic velocity). Since this occurs only in the edge region
the above-mentioned parallel flow is localized to the edge an(t hence is capable of

driving the 1,_iinstability. We find that for' most tokamaks edge parallel flows of
order c, should be observed and preliminary 3D simulations of the VI( instability in
a magnetic shearless plasma show that 5n,/r_._ 0(1) can be readily driven, s

3. Generation of Sheared Flow and Reduction of Convective Transport
in a Two-Dimensional Plaslna with Unsheared Magnetic Field

As discussed in S_..:. 1, a plausible model fl)r the L-mode, the H-mode, and
the L-H transition involves resistive ballooning modes in the edge region. The 3D
numerical results described in See. 1 indicate that 3D effects are, of course, necessary
for the destabilization of the ballooning modcs, which lead to the convective vortices.
The variation of the field line curvature along the magnetic field lines, which is
responsible for the ballooning, determines the unstable range of mode numbers.
However, it was found that the nonlinear dynamics, particularly the development of
rotation shear as:d suppression of convective tra.nst)ort by reduction of the ba,llooning
vortices, is essentially two dimensional. Theft is, tlm w_ria.tion in the third direction
along the magnetic field, the flow in that (lirection, and tlm magnetic shem: do not
play a decisive role in the dynamics. This result motivates the development of a
simple 2D code to study the dyna.mics of sheared flow generation.

We have written an incompressible 2D slab code with unsheared uniform mag-
netic field B_. in the third direction (reduced MHD). The boundary conditions were
free slip conditions on the velocity at z = 0, b and periodic boundary conditions
on _ with period "a". In this geometry, ,r corresponds to the minor radius in the
tokamak and g to the poloidal angle. The 2D nature of this code has _dlowed us
to scan the parameter space quite completely. (A single run takes 5-20 minutes on
a Cray, as opposed to 100 hours for the 3D code of See. 1.) We first considered
an initial equilibrium with convective vortices and uniform density similar to those
obtained in resistive ballooning. It was found 4 that there can be a. linear instability
in which a sheared lD velocity v_ = vy(z) can develop. This mode is unstable for

viscosity # = 0 (ideal) if the aspect ratio of the initial vortices satisfies b/a > 1. A

viscous mode, with growth rate scaling a.s #._/4 exists for b/a _<1. For long enough



vortices, b/a _ 0.5 the mode is stable. Nonlinearly, the mode develops by a vortex

reconnection or "peeling" process. The generation of sheared flow is part of this

process. In the later stages the shear stretches the y-dependent structures from the

initiM vortices, leading to a late stage in which th flow is pure x-dependent she_

flo_v vv(x), which decays slowly due to viscosity.

To ?revent the final decay, we have also performed studies with a source driving

the initial vortex flow. s We found that the final state consists of stable w)rtices (of

opposite vorticity, i.e., counter-rotating) if the viscosity is large enough that the

linear mode is stabilized. For sm_dler viscosity (tfigher Reynolds number R_ ,-,, 1/IL )

the time asymptotic state consists of tilted counter-rotating vortices. Past a higher

value R_ > R_, there is a bifurcation to a state with a chain of ishmds (co-rotating

vortices) with sheared flow outside the island separatrix. The island width decreases
_ts Re _ Oo.

These results are in qualitative agreement with those of Secl 1, a.lthough no s_lch

detailed scaling with 1'espect"_' tc) the vortex asi)ect ratios or the Reynolds number

R_ is possible with the 3D code. We have also begun a 2D study of the stability

of such convective vortices, but in which the vortices are driven by a temperature

difference and the source of vorticity is buoyancy (the Rayleigh-Taylor instal)il-

ity, or Bfinard convection). '_ Preliminary results '_,Micate that the Rayleigh-Taylor
instability generates vortices similar to those in the previous study 4'5 and that a

shear flow c,'m develop. Phase mixing in this shea.r flow completely stabilizes the

': Rayleigh-Taylor vortices, leading to a pure shear flow. However when this occurs,I

there is no source to drive the vortex flow and therefore nothing to (Mve the shem"

flow. The latter then decays, until it reaches a sufficiently small value that the

Ra.yleigh-Taylor vortices are destabilized again, lea(ling again to the generation of

.i shear and stabilization of the vortices. For small Rayleigh number R_ ,-_ 1/# this

leads to a periodic relaxation oscillation reminiscent of ELMs. During the ELM

' burst, the transport can be 5-10 times classical (based on the actual transport used

in the code, which may still be anomalous) whereas between ELIVls the transport

is slightly above classical.

The observation of these ELM-like oscillations is made more intriguing i)y the

observation that the edge plasma in the H-mode is at or near the ideal 1)allooning

' limit, l° Therefore, an intriguing scenario is that resistive ba.llooning inodes develop

vortices, leading to the enhanced transport observed in the L-mode. If a shear
| layer develops, a reduction in the transport, a.:sin the H-mode, should occur. Then

the pressure gradient can build up until the ideal ballooning threshoht is reached.The ideal ballooning modes which occur should periodically generate a stabilizing

sheared flow, leading to relaxation oscillations as observed in the 2D simulations.

i B. Active Control of Microturbulence and Transport1. Active Conflnemellt Control -- Stabilization of Microturbulence by

!
|
lm
,i



Externally Driven Perpendicular Rotation

There is strong experimental evidence that perpendicular velocity shear may
suppress microturbulence. In tile past year we have been in the forefront of re:,earch
identifying the concepts a.nd means 1)ywhich a plasma may be extern',flly torqued
to set tlp sufficient velocity shem' to improve confinement. 11-1:3Our focus has been
broad, examining ways to suppress turbulence in a large fraction of the tokmnak,
not just the edge. We have achieved re.sults on two key questions.

(1) How much velocity Shear is needed'? We have completed tile linear theory
of four microinstabilities in the presence of _./_ to obtain the stability criterion.
These modes are the resistive-g mode, il the "i- rS" drift wave 11 (or trapped par-

ticle mode), la the r// mode, 11'13mid the u{i mode. la In all four cases, surprisingly

but desirably, the critical '_'iIcriterion is the same, namely, v', > c,/L._ or c.,/R.
This result provides a benchmark against which all schemes for externMly induced
shear can be measured. While the result is linea.r, it is consistent with the scaling

arguments of Biglari, Diamond, and Tt'rry. l't We have also confirmed the general
('riterion by numerical simulation for the 3D resistive ballooning mode: as well as
the 2D Rayleigh-Taylor instability. 15

(2) Are such shears realistically attainable? We have suggested that NPI could
be used to drive velocity shears. We have examined botti poloidal injection a and
toroidal injection. 12'1aIn both cases, while the early calculations show that achieve-
ment of the above criterion will not be an easy matter, they also show that the
proposed schemes are in the reahn of feasibility. For poloidal injection, it, may be
I)ossit)le to achieve a relatively narrow shear layer (< 20% of minor radius) with
existing NBI injected poloid_dly. In toroidal injection, if the toroida,1 rotation speed
can be made tc)exceed the sound speed, stabilization can be achiev(:d.

The calculations clearly point to more work being needed in the areas of non-
linear suppression of microinstability from _"l and the details of poloidal viscous
(magnetic pumping) damping. Work is in progress in these areas.

2. Spontaneous Poloidal Spin-Up from Asymmetric Particle Fueling

If a source of plasma is turned on in a tokamak, with a source rate larger on
the outbom'd side of a flux surface than on the inboard side, a spontaneous poloidal

spin-up of the plasma ca.n occur. We have recently shown 1_;this from a calcula-
tion for an arbitrarily shaped, axisymmetric tokamak plasma where the particle
(and momentum) sources may be nonaxisymmetric. Our calculation thus applies
to particle sources arising from pellets, gas puffing, or centrally neutral beam fu-
eled systems like TFTR supershots. The mechanism for the spin-up is the Stringer
mechanismfi The spin-up is destabilized provided the poloidally asymmetric por-
tion of the particle flleling rate exceeds the damping rate of poloidal rotation from
magnetic pumping reduced by a factor e, the inverse aspect ratio.



On TFTR, H-modes have been triggered from pellet injection. Preliminary data

analysis shows that the spin-up criterion described above may be satisfied. More

interesting are the data from TFTR. supershots. Here, the transient time of rise in

particle density is of order 250 ms while typical magnetic pumping damping times

are greater than 100 ms in the interior. If the beam deposition can be made suffi-

ciently poloidally asymmetric, it may be possible to achieve an externally induced

spin-up in the plasma interior.

C. Major and Minor Density Limit Disruptions in TFTR

Stable operation of tokam_-_k discha,rges is limited to line-averaged densities fi

below a critical value fi_ ,-_ Bo/q,R, where q, is the safety factor at the plasma

edge. When the density limit is exceeded, the temperature profile begins to con-
tract and there follows a series of minor disruptions in which central confinement

is temporarily degraded but the disch_u'ge recovers, followed by a. final major dis-

ruption in which confinement is abruptly lost and the discharges terminates. The

rapid drop in the plasma current ft)lh)wing the energy q,,iench generates a large force

on the vacuum vessel which can cause substantial damage. Since ITER, will have

to operate near the density limit to optinfize its performance, it is importmit to

understand the mechanisms of both the major and the minor disruptions.

We have been able to successflflly simulate the loss of confinement during dis-

ruptions by including a model for line radiation in our resistive MHD code. lr In our

simulations, the initial loss of energy confinement is caused by the injection of a cold

plasma bubble from the edge into the center by a q =: 1 kink m()de. Subsequently,

a cold plasma, bubble has 1)ecn seen to move from tlm edge into the center at the

onset of disruptions on the TFTR tokamak, As a, consequence, we haw,' begun a
collaboration with Erie Frederickson and the TFTR experimental group with the

goa.1 of understanding disruptions ()n TFTR. is This ('ollaboration ha.s led to a new

lmderstanding of the difference between major and minor disruptions, and why a

disch_ge can recover from a minor, but not a major (lisruption. As the tempera-

ture profile contracts, the q = 1 instability undergoes transition from an internal to
an external kink as the resistivity just outside the q = 1 rational surface increases.

Early in the contraction phase, the temperature just outside the q = 1 surface is

relatively high. The time over which the bubble is formed and injected by the q = 1
kink is less than the resistive diffusion time across the bubble; the kink is internal.

As a consequence, q remains equal t() unity in the 1)ubble after injection and al-

though there is a large drop in the ('entral temperature due to the injection of the
bubble, there is no drop in the current and the internal inductance is unchanged.

In this case the disruption is minor ,and the discharge recovers. In contrast, when

the profile contracts to the extent that the cold radiating edge plasma lies just
outside the q = 1 rational surface, the resistive diffusion time across the bubble is

comparable to or less than the bubble formation time. In this case the instabil-

ity is essentially an external kink and the bubble carries little current; there is a

large drop in the internal inductance suggesting a redistribution of plasma current.



Because of the change in tile current profile, the m/n = 2/1 mode grows to l_ge
amplitude terminating the discharge in a major disruption.

Therefore, the temperature of the plasm>_,just outside the q -- 1 rational surface
determines whether the contracting current and temperature profiles are unsta-
ble to un internal kink, which causes a nlinor disruption from which the discharge
can recover, or un external kink, which redistributes the current and causes a major
disruption that terminates the discharge. By heating the edge plasma to a tempera-
ture of a couple of hundred electron volts, one may be able to prevent the transition
from internal to external kink that causes the major disruption. Then, the dis-
charge would just slowly radiate its energy aw_v, rather than losing it abruptly to
the vacuum vessel.

D. The Fast Sawtooth Crash Driven by Ion Gyroradius Effects

Experimental measurements of the sawtooth crash time r_ in the TFTR and
JET tokamaks range from 20 to 2000 psec. The crash time, based on a Sweet-
Parker model of resistive reconnection by the m = 1 tearing mode is of the order
of 2000 FLsec,which is short enough to explain the slow crashes, but not the fast
crashes.

Previously, 1° we showed that the electric field E induced during magnetic re-
connection during the sawtooth crash grea.tly exceeds the Dreicer field ED, and,
therefore, classical resistivity cannot play a role in this process. Including electron
inertia in Ohm's law, we found that during collisionless reconncction the current
layer collapses to a thickness which is much smMler than the ion gyrora.dius p_.

Recently, we have fom.,d that the extreme narrowness of this current layer alters
the para.llel force acting on the electrons. 2° The polarization drift of the ions across
this very narrow current layer formed during reconnection cruises a.perturbation in
the ion density. The electrons move rapidly along the magnetic field lines to charge
neutralize this ion density perturbation, leading to a large parallel gradient in the
electron pressure. We have examined the effect of this parallel pressure force on
the reconnection process. We have cm'ried out numericM simulations of magnetic
field line reconnection using un Ohm's law which includes the effect of the parallel
electron pressure gradient. When the width of the resonant current layer is less
than p_, we find that the parallel pressure force induces a further contraction in the
width of the current layer. Furthermore, not only does the current layer contract
in the direction of the plasma inflow to the X-point, but the current layer also
shrinks in the direction of the outflowing plasma. At the same time, the plasma
flow in the dissipation region detaches from the current layer, the width of the
outflowing plasma layer increasing to p_. In the Sweet-Parker model, the length L
of the dissipation region around the X-point in the direction of the plasma outflow
is given by the equilibrium scale length rl. However, our simulations show that
actually L is a function of p_ and that L is smaller than R1. Thus, the reconnection
of magnetic field lines does not follow a Sweet-Parker model.



Based upon our numerical simulations, we have derived a.n expression for the

sawtooth crash time given by rcrc,_h = (L/P._)rA/Aq, where Aq = 1- q{O) is the

amount by which q(0) falls below unity and the Alfv6n time rA = RIcA. For a

tokamak discharge with n _5 x 10-:_cm -:3, Be ,-_ 40L:G, rl/a _ 0.2. and ps/a

5 x 10 -a, r_r._h _-' (8/Aq)(L/r_).s._, If Aq = 0.2, then r,:_._h "-- 40(L/r_)._c with

L < 7'1 for non-Sweet-Parker reconnection. This short (:rash time generated by

the parallel gradient in the electron pressure is consistent with the experimental
observations of fast crashes on TFTR and JET.
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TASK II: Measurements of Electron Parallel Momentum Distri-

butions Using Cyclotron Wave Transmission Diagnostics

(Principal Investigators: F. Skiff and D. A. Boyd)

A series of I)roof-of-principal experinmnts were conducted through a, collabora-

tion with the Versator II group at ttie Ma.ssachusetts Institute of Technology. The
objective of these experiments was two-fold. First of all, the objective was to ex-

plore the sensitivity and resolution of the cyclotron wave tra,nsmission technique.

In parallel, we also improved the theoretical understanding of the momentum res-
olution of the diagnostic. The second, closely related, objective was to explore the

feasibility of using selective perturba.tions in connection with the. transmission mea-
surements a,s a form of test-particle (tiagnostic which we call Vlasov Tagging. The

experiments were largely perf()rmed in two weeks of ma.chine time over a 20-month

period in 1991. Despi_,e the very limite(t resources, the (,xperiments were a. very

successfully in a.chieving both of the objectiw, s. Results lm,re 1)ecn presented b()th

in conference I)roceedings and in i)ai)ers w]lich are currently 1)einK sl11)mitted for
i

l)_fl)lication.

! We rebuilt the Versator cvclotr()n wave transmissi()n (liagnostic with iml)rov(!_-i

merits such as low n(n,'s'(:amplifiers, inatche(1 detect()r (tiodes, and RF shielding fori'
': the (tetcction circuits. In this way we were able t,() iml)r()ve t,ll_' _ignal-to-n()ise of the

diagnostic by an order of magnitude. The addition ()f extensive shiehling permitted

mea surenlents during tlm at)l)licat, i()n ()f l()wer-hyl)rid wave i)(,w(_r t(, the t)la:_ma to

a. degree not previously possibh_. These improvements also led t()t, he recognition
and verification that the tra nsmlssi()n data, could als() be used t() der.ermine, the line-

i
_, averaged group-velocity of the cych)tr()n waves. This fact makes the transmission

diagnostic less (lep :.hd_ht one e ()t,her diagn()stics 5)r calibra,tion. In order to under-

ii sta, nd the resolution a, theoretic_d amdvsis ()f the (liffract.i()n integral which relat, es

the transmitted to the received sig;nal was l)erformed. This analysis (temonstrated

'1 that the resohlti(m of the diagnostic is act, uallv, l)ettcr ()n larger, ma(:lfines where the
"!I (listance between the transmitter and receiver }lorns is great, er. Previ(.)_ls estimates

I

of the resolution were shown to be ba.sed on a wrong ,mderstan(liIlg, though the

t)revious results provided an cst.inmte of tile resolu(ion which is close t,o tti,c a.('t_ml

value for the \,}._rsator experiment.

In the experiments, meas_u'ements of cyclotron wave transmissi()n were ma(i,.

for two different kinds of pla,sma, discharge. ,Measurements were ma(h: in pla,smas

where the l)la.sma current was sustaine(l 1)y tile ('()ntilm()lls _I)I)lication ()f lower-

hybrid waves and in plasmas where ther,, were no lower-hyl)rid wav(,s or only short

pulses to produce selective perturbations. A variety ()f techni(lu(,s were tried for

the tmrpose of comparison.._Ieasurements were made with c(mstant cych)tron wave

frequency, with frequency dithering, and with broad sweeping of the frequency. As a
result of these mea,surements, conclusions (,an be drawn not (rely abo_lt the cyclot, ron

wave diagnostic but also al)out the nature ()f the lower-hyl)rid wa.vc intera,ctions
observed. These results have been, and arc being, distrit)ltted through the following
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publications'

Conference Proceedings

,1. Vlasov Tagging Proof-of-Principle Experiments on Versator II, F. Skiff, D.

A. Boyd, and J. A. Colborn, 18rh European Physical Society Conference on

Controlled Fusion and Plasma Physics, Berlin, June 1991.

2. Feasibility Studi's of Vlasov Tagging Using Short Pulses of Lower Hybrid

Waves on Versator II, F. Skiff, D. A. Boyd, and J. A. Colborn, Bull. Am.

Phys. Soc. 36, 2241 (1991).

3. A New Kind of Ammeter for the Tokamak de Varennes, D. A. Boyd and F.

Skiff, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 36, 2441 (1991).

4. Measurements of Electron Parallel hIomentum Distribution Using Cyclo'_ron

Wave Transmission, F. Skiff, D. A. Boyd, and J. A. C olborn, 9th Topical

Conference on High-Temperature Plasma Diagnostics, Santa Fe, March 1992.

Articles

1. Measurements of Electron Para.llel Momentum L istriimtion Using Cyclotron

Wave Transmission, i_'. Skill', D. A. Boyd, and J. A. Colborn, in preparation
for submission to Nucl. Fusion.

2. Observation and An,_!ysis of a. Two-Parallel-Temperature Electron Tail dur-

ing Lower-Hybrid Current Drive on a. Tokamak, J. A. Colborn, F. Skiff, D.

A. Boyd, M. Porkolab, J. P. Squire, and .J. Villasenor, in preparation for

submission to Phys. lRev. Lett.
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TASK III: Experimental Study of Electron Transport in Tokamak Plas-
mas (01-5-27287) (Principal Investigator: R. F. Ellis)

During this time period (Nov 1, 1990 -,Ju,le 30, 1991) the grant funds were
used to support Scott Janz, tile University of Maryland gradua, te student who was
working on. his dissertation. Mr. ,Janz made substantial progress during this time,
including the following:

a. Nonthermal emission data from low density ECH discharges was analyzed
using a code which he developec, to predict X and 0 mode emission for specific
distribution functions. In the process a reflection model was developed. It became
clear that a more sophisticated analysis of nonthermal emission was needed.

b. The horizontal view system wa.s mmntained m_d temperature profiles could
be t)roduced regularly. Much work remained in making this process a,ut.omatic from
the point of view of the end user of the temperature l)1ofil :s.

t
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TASK IV: ECE Diagnostics on DIII-D (FAS 01-5-27295)
(Principal Investigator: R. F. Ellis)

During this time period (May 1, 1991 - October 31, 1991.) these supplemental
funds were employed to allow ct modest University of Maryl_ld contribution to
DIII-D, in the area of ECE diagnostics. Contributions were made in two areas:

a. Scott Janz, a University of Maryland graduate student, completed all the
substantive work on his Ptl.D. thesis, which studied nonthcrmal electrons produced
during ECH heating and current time. A new analysis of combined X and 0 mode
ECE led to a reasonable determim_tion of the behavior of these high energy (E > 100

keV) electrons including ttleir locMization in momentum space and their confine-
ment time.

b. Improvements to the horizontal system were made, including better calibra-
tion _md lineup _md a bit better d_tta analysis. At the end of this period it appeared
likely that General Atomic would pick up support of this work in some form.
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